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For more than 20 years, Little Genius has enriched more than 5000For more than 20 years, Little Genius has enriched more than 5000
young minds with state-of-the-art courses specialized in Englishyoung minds with state-of-the-art courses specialized in English
language, reading and, communication skills. Our signature programslanguage, reading and, communication skills. Our signature programs
are now supplemented with new courses designed to enhanceare now supplemented with new courses designed to enhance
children’s knowledge of the world, its events, and mathematicalchildren’s knowledge of the world, its events, and mathematical
literacy.literacy.
Our aim is to revolutionize today’s young leaners into confidentOur aim is to revolutionize today’s young leaners into confident
leaders, so that these successful global citizens leave a lastingleaders, so that these successful global citizens leave a lasting
impression in a world where the knowledge of ‘hows’ and ‘whys’ play aimpression in a world where the knowledge of ‘hows’ and ‘whys’ play a
pivotal role. Little Genius is not another tuition class; our curriculumpivotal role. Little Genius is not another tuition class; our curriculum
goes far beyond the regular school learning. We substitute thegoes far beyond the regular school learning. We substitute the
mediocre education process with logical reasoning while encouragingmediocre education process with logical reasoning while encouraging
children to dive deeper into the language, igniting curiosity andchildren to dive deeper into the language, igniting curiosity and
creativity. We believe in providing opportunities for children to usecreativity. We believe in providing opportunities for children to use
their senses to develop their powers of observation. So, what are youtheir senses to develop their powers of observation. So, what are you
waiting for?waiting for?
We have already begun admissions for the Academic Year 2021-22We have already begun admissions for the Academic Year 2021-22
from 16th January, 2021. Enroll now!from 16th January, 2021. Enroll now!
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For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/little-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/little-
genius-academy-11394genius-academy-11394
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